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The Rose I AM A ROSE

WITHOUT THORNS

MY PROTECTION 
COMES FROM 

WITHIN!

A rose represents love, perfection, beauty, renewal and the 
triumph of the spirit over matter as the rose bursts open……out of 

a muddy earth.

Red roses mean passion and sacrifice.

The love that a rose symbolizes continues to survive regardless to 
its surroundings.

The pedals of a rose form a perfectly symmetrical circle around a 
yellow center, which is evocative of the sun.

Roses symbolize the heart, life & life’s mystery. 

Roses have powerful energy fields that vibrate at a high electrical 
frequency. It is the highest of any other flower on the earth.

A normal brain vibrates around 72 megahertz of electrical 
energy, but has the ability to vibrate at 90 megahertz of electrical 

energy.  A rose vibrates at 320 megahertz of electrical energy. 

Muslims view roses as symbols of the human soul, so smelling the 
scent of a rose reminds them of their own spirituality. 

“God has made you, everything that you need to be to exist in this 
life God has already put it inside of you. But you have to become 

aware of what God has done for you. And then with a proper 
relationship with Him you begin to unfold. “ The Hon. Min. Louis 

Farrakhan



Food Budgeting;

Weekly Menu Planning
By Sis. Staci Muhammad

 Have you ever arrived at the grocery store and didn’t know what to buy? Howev-
er, you just knew that you needed food, but didn’t know what items to buy, in order 
to make a particular dish or recipe. Or worse, you went grocery shopping, and then 
arrived back home with a bunch of food, but it seemed like there was nothing to eat--
just snacks or odd items and nothing to make a  meal-once it time to cook.  And if that 
is not enough, my personal nightmare—running back and forth to the store to pick up 
items that I forgot to buy throughout the week!  As a result of these experiences, over 
and over again, I thought that others like me, would you like to know how you can shop 
quickly, stay on or under your budget, and enjoy each meal for the entire week?

First, it all starts with one word: planning! Start by making a list of meals that you like to 
eat and also don’t mind cooking. Add that to the meals your spouse or children enjoy, 
if you have them. Then, look at your monthly or weekly budget for groceries. One way 
you can make it fun to plan your weekly or monthly menus is by using some colorful 
index cards. (Make sure to get an index card box to hold the cards.) Once you have a list 
of meals you write down each meal on a separate index card. Now pick from your index 
cards 7 meals for the week, or however many meals you will be preparing. If you cook 
three meals a day or at least need to have the food stocked so they can be prepared by 
someone else, you can make more simple menu cards for breakfast and lunches. You 
may also need to pick less if some of your meals will last for two nights.  Keep in mind 
the cost and the difficulty that goes into preparing each meal so you can choose a va-
riety.  Perhaps you’ll keep the more difficult meals for Saturday and Sunday.  And you 
can choose the easy to prepare meals for nights when you have less time. 

 You can always add to them by using cookbooks, watching cooking shows, searching 
the internet or asking friends about recipes.  On the front of the card, write the name of 
the meal: include any side dishes, soups, salads and even desserts and drinks. (Be sure 
not to write recipes down on the menu cards; keep them separate, so things don’t get 
confusing.)  On the back of each card, make three columns: to buy, in pantry, season-
ing. In addition, I would suggest that you ask the following questions: Do you like to eat 
out often? Do you like to cook everyday? Do you prepare meals alone or can you recruit 
some help? How much time do you have to prepare dinner each day?  After answering 
these questions, you can also make a list of items that you want to keep stocked in your 
pantry, so that each time you shop you don’t have to purchase them. Perhaps, these 
some items can be purchased just monthly or less often, if you buy in bulk.
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Alright...back to these columns, under these columns, you write what items you need 
to buy at the store when you shop, what items you have already in your pantry and 
what seasonings you may need. You should also include items, such as toppings or con-
diments. Once you have written all of the items needed to make the meal, determine 
how expensive the meal is, based on your experience of shopping. Then, you can put 
one, two or three dollar signs on the front of the card, depending on how expensive 
the meal is.  In order to do this, you may have to take a special trip to the store or go a 
bit early, so you can walk around and look at the items and their cost to determine how 
expensive a meal is. Believe me it’s worth the extra time and effort in the long run!

Next, you make a grocery list. Lay out all of the cards on the table.  Turn them over so 
the back of the card is visible—this is where you have listed the ingredients you’ll need 
to buy.  Then, list all of those ingredients on your grocery list.  I like to list things in the 
order they appear in the grocery store.  That way I can walk through the store, aisle by 
aisle and when I get to the end of the store I have everything I need on my list!  You 
may also want to take a calculator with you so you can add up the items and be sure 
not to go over your budget.  This is a great task for children that may be accompanying 
you to the store.  Last, you can post your menu on the fridge or in the kitchen. This way 
you’ll be sure to stay on track as far as the weekly groceries and you can just point to 
the menu when someone asks what’s for dinner.
 
Finally, one last grocery shopping tip. I invested in a grocery store tour.  I called and set 
up an appointment with a sister who offers to go on a tour of a local grocery store and a 
produce market.  I paid $20-25; and it took about an hour and a half.  Our guide showed 
us all of the ways to save money on organic and non-GMO food items, even those that 
aren’t labeled as such.  She suggested ways to shop that were more economical and 
simple.  She recommended buying the produce, at a produce market, because the 
prices were sometimes half of the grocery store, without compromising quality.  I then 
asked her to go with me on my next grocery shopping trip.  She agreed; She saved me 
$50 on my grocery bill, and by the end of the week, I still had food in the fridge and 



pantry!

After such a rewarding grocery store shopping experience, when I was running my own 
business, I  found that I didn’t have the time to grocery shop.  I took advantage of an 
online service where I could order all of my groceries and simply pop in to the store and 
pick them up from customer service.  And of course there’s always delivery if you pre-
fer.  Whatever methods you choose, make sure to take time and plan before your next 
trip to the grocery store.  It will definitely save you time, money and stress.  Planning 
ahead can make shopping easy and meals more enjoyable.  You deserve it, and so does 
your family!
 
Resources

Visit organic nourishment.com to sign up for an informative newsletter.  If you’re  in 
The Chicago area, contact Shawntelle Muhammad at 773.803.4140 to schedule your 
Grocery Store Tour today!
 

I AM ENOUGH



Love & Accept Yourself!
Feed your soul

Have Stressfree
 

moments!

Be ready for the 

unexpected

Take time to 
give back!

Clear your space of negative energy

No is a complete 
sentence

Stop caring 
what others 

think of you!

Don’t limit 

yourself at 
the 

world being your
s 

because the
 Universe 

is inside of you!

Things Women Should Know & Do!

Live Fo
r You

Don’t Settle.....You deserve the best!

You are 
beautiful!

You are worth 

the sacrifice!

Apprec
iate th

e 

smaller t
hings 

in life
. 

Let God IN!

Change is 
necessary..
 accept it!



Janna B. is a Speaker, B.O.S.S.TM Cultivator and Intercessor for womenpreneurs of 
faith who want to go from STUCK to UNSTOPPABLE in their purpose and prof-

its. Through courses and coaching, speaking and her 4 Step B.O.S.S.TM Signature 
System, she helps them close the gap between where they are stuck and confused, to 
where God has called them to be – UNSTOPPABLE.

She empowers them with tools and strategies to go from STUCK to UNSTOPPA-
BLE, so they can unleash the Inner B.O.S.S.TM that everyone else sees but them. To 
cultivate her on the inside so she can be manifested on the outside. But most of all, 
she wants them to increase their self-worth, step into their healing, find their voice, 
and achieve success.

Speaking with captivating passion, Janna transforms her audience with inspiration, 
clarity, strategy and structure that reaches deep within and cultivates a shift. Her 
genuine passion, drive to see people succeed, dynamic personality and humor, in-
fused with personal experiences, awakens a limitless ambition in the lives of those 
who listen. She enables her clients to gain clarity, strategy, and develop a blueprint 
for success. Therefore, accelerating their goals and outcomes for a true transforma-
tion to pursue purpose, passion and profits.

Her most popular talks include: “The Power of Belief: 3 Steps to UNLEASH your 
Inner B.O.S.S.TM”; “Believe Like A B.O.S.S.TM: How to believe Bigger, Better and 
Bolder”; “More Than E.N.U.F.F.TM: How to jump outside your comfort zone and 
face your fears” and “The B.O.S.S.TM Manifesto: How to Believe, Own, See and 
Seize Your _______________.”

Equipped with an MBA and more than 17 years of experience working with national 
brands, small businesses and entrepreneurs in various industries, Janna is uniquely 
qualified to impact her clients growth trajectory. 

Janna B. is an expert at streamlining for success, bringing clarity and structure to her 
clients struggles, and providing the blueprint for their vision. To book this dynamic 
speaker with a fresh voice for your next event, email bookme@jannab.com or visit 
www.jannab.com You can connect with or follow Janna on IG or Facebook 
@jannabspeaks.

 B.O.S.S. Cultivator | Transformational Speaker



Meet Eclectic Soul Artist Ta’Marah Esi. Who is she?
Adjective: Eclectic /ec·lec·tic/ – deriving ideas, style, or taste from a broad and diverse range of sourc-
es.”her musical tastes are eclectic” synonyms: wide-ranging, broad-based, extensive, comprehensive, 
encyclopedic; varied, diverse, multifaced, multifarious

Philosophy: of, denoting, or belonging to a class of ancient philosophers who did not belong to or 
found any recognized school of though but selected such doctrines as they wished from various 
schools.

Noun: a person who derives ideas, style, or taste from a broad and diverse range of sources.

The Total Package. Those are the three words that best describe singer – actress Ta’Marah Esi, the Soul 
Diva of Inspiration. As a song writer, Ta’Marah has successfully fused her undeniable vocal prowess, 
soulful poetic sound, and funky maverick style to create a sound that is uniquely her own. Replete with 
though provoking content, spiritual overtones, and occasional tendencies to revisit her Hip-Hop roots, 
Ta’Marah Esi, the Soul Diva of Inspiration, is now poised to take her seat aside music industry elites.

A resident of Dallas, TX, Ta’Marah was born in Gary, Indiana into a musically gifted family. From the 
beginning TaMarah noticed that she, too, like the rest of her family, possessed an unusual ability to 
create sound rhythms, lyrics, and melodies out of thin air. To boot, Ta’Marah was also blessed with 
outstanding vocal abilities which now allow her skillfully traverse multiple musical genres. She began 
her musical journey almost two decades ago when she joined a group of four young women called 
“Aszja”. That group later became a duo and changed its’ name to “Trumphtyte”. Ta’Marah eventually 
became a solo artist known as “Top Cat”. Shortly thereafter, she clinched a position as one of the final 
contestants in WGCI Chicago’s Freshest M.C. Contest. She went on to compete in the Chicago Idol 
search, and is now Ta’Marah the Entertainer, the Actress, the Entrepreneur, the Woman!

Ta’Marah has had the pleasure of working with many professional artists and producers in the music 
and theatre arena while participating in performances such as “Show Time at the Apollo”, “West 
Virginia Beach Festivals”, “The Cotton Club”, “House of Blues” and a host of many others. She is a very 
seasoned and wise young woman with magnificent stage presence. Her understanding of Purpose and 
Destiny transcends her talent as a Performer, Vocal Producer, Vocal Technique Trainer, Publishing 
Consultant, Songwriter, Theater Instructor, Stage Director, Certified Massage Therapist, and an 
Inspirational Speaker.

Ta’Marah strongly desires for others to understand, that the source of her strength and the joy dis-
played is that of the anointing, faith, hope and at times intense pain. This presses her to strive and 
focus her energy on what really should be, and oppose what sometimes appears to be. “Sometimes 
it’s summertime, winter then it is fall, except the season of change and you learn to embrace them all, 
everything ain’t all sunshine and as pretty as the summer dew, but it’s the seed saturated in the winter 
that makes this flower of life come through.”

Once you encounter this young woman you are guaranteed to never forget her presence. A diamond in 
the ruff not easily pulled apart. From Yesterday To Today comes Ta’Marah!!! Prepare to encounter and 
take a journey with the Soul Diva of Inspiration.
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Meet Dr. Rhonda

Dr. Rhonda Travitt is a noted author, entrepreneur, Certified Life Coach, and professional 
counselor.  A celebrated, international speaker, she holds a Ph.D. in Theological Studies from 
Christian University of Southern Indiana and a Master’s degree in Clinical Christian Counsel-
ing from Christian Bible Institute and Seminary. Dr. Travitt is a professional clinical member 
of the National Christian Counselors Association and a Christian Certified Counselor of the 
International Association of Christian Counseling Professionals. However, her achievements 
extend beyond academic success to her first calling as a servant of God. Dr. Travitt is the 
founder of Restoring the Years Global Ministries in Marietta, Georgia where, through Holy 
Spirit, she empowers the lives of the everyday believer with her practical and biblically sound 
approach to teaching the word of God. As ambassador of Christ, she genuinely engages her 
past experiences and openly shares her heart with those seeking an empowered and fulfilled 
life. This calling birthed a clear and concise mission: to train, equip and send out a mighty 
army into a hurting world. Her unique delivery of inspirational wisdom can be seen weekly 
on Atlanta’s WATC Channel 57 and also heard weekly on 108 Praise Radio. Additionally, she 
serves as the Chancellor and Founder of The Apostolic and Prophetic School of Inner Healing 
& Deliverance, a Christian University that trains Deliverance Ministers, Five-Fold Ministers 
and specializes in training on the art of Spiritual Warfare. She is the President of Rhonda Tra-
vitt Ministries and travels globally for speaking engagements. The Kingdom Women’s Empow-
erment Conference, founded by Dr. Travitt, is an extension of her life’s mission to enhance 
lives here and now with eternity in view. The Conference is hosted each year by Dr. Travitt and 
gathers women from across the United States and the Caribbean for personal renewal and 
applicable strategies for whole-life improvement. 

Her audience also extends to readers across the world, including university campuses. In 
2012, Dr. Travitt authored Rejection and Rebellion—The Twin Towers, an internationally dis-
tributed resource which has proved an invaluable text for counseling professionals as well as 
for those seeking self-help. Seeing a need to restore God’s people back to proper spiritual 
health, Dr. Travitt was inspired to open a professional counseling and life coach practice, 
The National Empowerment Professional Counseling and Life Coach Association. Dr. Travitt 
functions as an advisor to ministerial colleagues across the nation as well as a corporate Life 
Coach and mentor to individuals within a variety of professional arenas, from entertainment 
to publication to entrepreneurs in the finance and personal care industries. Her commitment 
to reach the lost expands beyond the lines of age, nationality or gender but to the multitudes 
who are seeking help.  In 2014, Dr. Travitt was honored as one of the 100s List Most Powerful 
and Influential Women of Georgia. Dr. Rhonda Travitt has been featured in Sheen Magazine 
as well as STS Magazine. In 2016, Sheen Magazine recognized Dr. Travitt with the distin-
guished honor “I Love My Pastor Award”. Dr. Rhonda Travitt resides in Georgia with her loving 
husband, Pastor Nick Travitt. Together they proclaim the Gospel and convey the theme, lives 
restored, destiny fulfilled in the fullness of God’s time, based on Joel 2:25.



I AM - Grounding Energies Against Life’s Storms
by Rachel X Smith

Grounded – “to be present in the body and mind, fully present in the here and now, 
aware that no matter what comes your way, you are safe and sound.  You will be okay.”

Women are by nature, the grounding force of the home.  We do the cooking and clean-
ing, catering to our families.  We are the emotional barometers.  We are the nurturers.  
We heal, comfort and console, all while holding down jobs, paying bills, and confront-
ing the cold and harsh burdens of life.  Is it any wonder that many times we feel as 
tossed about as a piece of driftwood?  We have learned to try and do it all and many 
times we are doing it alone.  Our needs are not met, our fears are not banished, our 
worries are not allayed.  We feel unsafe, unprotected, ungrounded, as if at any mo-
ment, a huge wind will come and knock us down, and we will be able to get back up 
and continue on life’s journey.  Have you ever felt this way? 

It is at that moment, when those fears begin to creep to the forefront, before they 
swamp us and take control, that we must remember that 
We are divine.  We have the God Force within us and we have been given tools to han-
dle whatever comes our way.  When we can remember that Divine Energy flows inside 
and around us and that we can channel that Divine Energy to help us stay grounded, 
fluid and loving no matter what life throws at us, we are on our way up the ladder of 
survival to the elevation of our mind, body, and and spirit.

Prayer is one of the most important tools at our disposal.  No matter what we believe 
in, what Divine name we use, talking and pouring our hearts out to the Divine Source, 
knowing that we don’t have to do it alone, that the Ultimate Energetic Flow is always 
around us, will help to keep us grounded.  Reading inspirational books, dancing, all 
are ways to ground ourselves.  Meditation is our ability to hear the Divine Source.  The 
answers are always there, inside of us.  The Universe always answers, many times in 
ways we don’t expect or anticipate.  We must learn to quiet ourselves and listen.  
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As we learn to quiet ourselves, listening for the guidance from within, concentrate on 
the base of our spines, near our sacrum.  The primal vibratory energy there is called 
Muladhara. The color associated with the energy there is a deep and beautiful red, 
like a ruby.  The energy of the Earth is located in this area.  Close your eyes and take 
a deep breath in.  This energy reflects our most primal needs and wants, our desire for 
survival, safety, protection.  Our fears about money and family, our basic ability to care 
for ourselves and our families is housed in this root energy. When we feel tossed about, 
disconnected, it is reflected here.  As women, the color red has a deep connection to us 
as it is associated with our monthly cycles, with our ability to bring forth in childbirth.  
All this energy housed in our root.  Our fears and our worries are so often reflected in 
the difficulty, the pain, the excessiveness or sparseness of our monthly cycles.

Breathe deeply and focus your energy in this area.  Feel whether it is tight or loose, 
whether it is expansive or stuck and stagnant.  Concentrate and imagine yourself as 
a tree.  Feel your feet as your roots, grounding down into the Earth.  Feels your arms 
as your branches, raised towards the heavens.  As above, so below.  Feel yourself, im-
movable and unshakable in your roots, yet able to bend and bow without breaking 
against life pressures.  Call upon your Earth energy to sustain you.  Feel that energy 
in your root open and expand, filling you with its deep red glow.  Repeat the mantra 
“I Am” to yourself and fill in the gaps of what you are, and know that….YOU ARE.  
Do this any time you feel alone, scared, worried and fearful.  I Am grounded.  I Am 
Safe. I Am Protected.  I Am Loved.  Feel the energy of those words, and the energy of 
the Earth surround you, because I Am, You Are, We Are. We are Muladhara and we 
always survive.



Jeri L. Wright
Jeri L. Wright, daughter, sister, mother, widow, Godmother, family-oriented, faithful friend, and servant, 
is the epitome of perseverance. Self-described as “love in action,” Jeri daily strives to be the best sermon 
anyone has ever seen.

For over 17 years, Jeri created and built a multi-million dollar media services department for the largest 
church in the United Church of Christ denomination. Under her leadership the media department grew 
from a staff of one to a paid staff of 30 and 300 unpaid ministry partners, and housed six factions of media: 
audio/video productions, the bookstore, publications, reproduction services, reprographics, and an interna-
tionally distributed newsmagazine. Not only was Jeri the department director, she was the editor- in-chief 
of the newsmagazine, having taken the pastor’s request to transform it from a church magazine into a 
worldwide newsmagazine for the socially conscious.

Throughout the course of this 17-year journey, Jeri honed such competencies as new business development, 
relationship building, public relations, branding, copyrighting, communication, media consulting, project 
management, strategic planning, non-profit consulting, staff management, policy development, budget 
planning and preparation, community organizing, fundraising, training and development, program devel-
opment, writing, editing, and publishing.
As a result of the 2008 Presidential Campaign, the entire Wright family’s lives were turned upside down. 
From the most horrific media hell storm that caused death threats against Jeri’s father and her, to unjust 
imprisonment, Jeri Wright continues to stand strong on her faith. A survivor of injustices and incarcera-
tion, Jeri is now the founder of an organization birthed from a vision God gave her during her time of incar-
ceration, The Butterfly Effect, Inc., NFP.

The “butterfly effect” is the concept that small causes can have large effects. The Butterfly Effect, Inc. seeks 
to cultivate social consciousness and awareness, encompassing the issue of unjust and disproportionate 
mass incarceration particularly of women of color, and the helplessness experienced during incarceration, 
up to and including the re-entry process, in an effort to provide assistance to female survivors of injustice 
and incarceration, their children and families. It is The Butterfly Effect’s mission to actively support and 
provide assistance to women, emphasizing healing as they grow through the re-entry process, re-establish-
ing life, and re-learning what it means to be a free citizen, by offering life skills, life coaching, counseling, 
educational resources, job readiness training, the ministry of presence, and more.

Additionally, The Butterfly Effect, Inc. NFP serves by educating and enhancing institutions’, churches’, 
and other charitable organizations’ awareness of the need for support from the village. One of the prolific 
goals of The Butterfly Effect, Inc. is to partner these institutions with women re-entering the community, 
in an effort to equip them with all they need to succeed, focusing on their individual journeys to excellence.
Jeri L. Wright is the founder and CEO of L2 Productions, a leading integrated production firm with special-
ized capabilities in media, technological and live event planning and production, whose unique capabilities 
are exemplified where social justice, politics, businesses (both profit and non-profit), and media intersect.
Jeri also owns and operates Wrighting Memories, writing, editing, producing, and publishing all genres of 
works including obituaries, audio/visual products, video tributes, magazines, and books.

In addition to building these businesses and organizations after surviving that which was meant to harm 
to her, including the death of her husband in the midst of her “pit” experience, Jeri now holds the title of 
author. Preacher’s Daughter: A Journey Through the Pit ... In the Presence of God is celebrated as the first 
edition in a series of books, this month. A book launch celebration will be held during the month of Decem-
ber 2017. For more information, visit https://JeriWright.com/blog. Actively engaged in worldwide ministry, 
Jeri is an alumnus of Virginia Union University and is presently in the process of completing her Masters 
of Divinity.

Jeri is the proud mother of Jeremiah A. “JA” Wright-Haynes.
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Life and Business Success Coach, Taylor Thierry

A Quest for Excellence--The Road to Consciousness and Healing

Inspired in part by Norman Cousins who was said to have healed himself through genuine laughter, Taylor 
experienced her own “life situations” from which she had to heal – a breast cancer diagnosis, the loss of her 
own daughter, and her identity shaped her into a spiritual, compassionate person seeking to find the joy in ev-
eryday experiences of life.  After the death of her best childhood friend, Taylor was spurred on to use her gifts 
to educate and help people heal from the inside out.  

Taylor uses many modalities to support you in creating your own sustainable breakthroughs.  Additionally, 
she will help you get and maintain your health and energy (and provide tools to help you shift states, e.g., into 
happiness from upset) during your daily activities.  Perhaps something seems to be missing in your life, your 
relationship(s) or your work, Taylor can work with you to get you present to doing what it is you say you want 
to do and being in alignment with it in your body, mind and spirit.  Working with people around the country 
(physically and virtually), Taylor has helped her clients experience lasting results.  

Taylor’s Story

As I was doing my own inner healing work I found many “ways of being” surfaced that originated in my youth.  
I thought that the uncovering of these thoughts served to “bring me down”—and being a busy 
executive, entrepreneur or parent, who has time for that?  

That is why some people don’t want to bring up issues or concerns and consequently those things run the show 
for the duration of their lives (often, unknowingly).  I sought out ways to deal with those things and intuitively 
knew they needed to be “reframed” for many reasons.  Sometimes our memory of childhood events may be 
sketchy and we have convinced ourselves that we remember it the way we think.  Often things happen, we 
create a story about those things and the story runs the show.  Sometimes, if we just had some direction to help 
uncover our inner guidance, we could work through the issue and it would completely shift our perspective 
and create an opening for action we don’t expect.  Because, how we do anything is how we do everything, we 
must look to transform behaviors at home and work.  I worked to transform those areas for myself.  Allow me 
to serve by supporting you on your own journey to self-realization, happiness and
harmony.

Taylor is happy to provide a new service of Concierge Coaching.  She will come to you for an additional 
travel fee.  Please ask if this appealing to you.

Through your purchases, Illume U provides products and services to help people in need.  Illume U donates 
10% of sales to non-profits that address social causes dealing with children and youth, veterans and women.  

Taylor can be reached at 404.839.9446, taylor@illumeu.com or on LinkedIn.

Taylor Thierry, Success Coach



It’s OK To Be OK
by Mareshah Muhammad

 

we have to be careful about invalidating anyone’s experience, especially women. I think we 
all can attest that we’ve had enough of that. But simply put, if someone chooses to not be 
truthful (men or women), there are systems in place to address that.  I tend to believe that 
in our society, our justice system either works or it doesn’t. You roll the dice and you never 
know what you’ll get. However, there are universal laws of justice and an All-Knowing God 
that can rectify anything our judicial system may miss. That alone keeps me from feeling the 
need to “see” justice play out.

Now back to the women…

One common thread in the stories was related to the time frames of the apparent assaults. 
Some were recent but many were just coming to the forefront even though they occurred 20-
30+ years ago.  These are the stories that struck me.  I wondered about how those incidences 
of assault affected their day-to day lives and I had questions.  Did they battle depression? Did 
families break down? How did they cope? Counseling? Religious awakening? Drugs, alcohol, 
irresponsible behavior?  Then it got personal. I thought about my own experiences and I 
thought about the experiences of women I work with and counseled with and here’s what I 
came up with…

Most of us are…OK.

In fact, there are many of us who are beyond ‘OK’ – we’re actually THRIVING!

When I reflected on that idea, I realized how many of these type of stories don’t make the 
news. I realized how many of us don’t often share how we may have dealt with the very real 
trauma of sexual mishandling and abuse. I realized that there are indeed some BOSS a** 
women who have done the hard work of getting to “OK” and our lives reflect the beauty of 
being on the other side of that struggle. 

Of course I acknowledge that there is a tangible, palatable, physical, emotional, and spiritual 
impact on the very essence of our beings when we are mishandled.  That is something that 
each individual is charged with carrying and managing.  Our community, however we choose 
to define that, helps us deal with the pain of it when they can.  The real work, however, lies 
within us. And many of us have made a commitment to ourselves not only get to “OK” but to 
stay “OK”. Simply put, the God never gives us a burden we cannot bear. And there are some 
of us who ‘bear it well’.

In essence, this reflection was born out of a need to honor all women, but also to give many 
of you permission to be OK.  The irony of revelations like this is that in the attempt to 
empower women, it often leads to the “restimulation” of victimization. For women who have 
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Roy Moore, Harvey Weinstein, Donald Trump, Matt Lauer, Russell Simmons, Tavis Smiley, 
Bill Clinton, Bill Cosby, Kevin Spacey, Al Franken, John Conyers...the list goes on and on.  

We know these names. We know the allegations.  But what about the women?

As 2017 came to a close, the average American was inundated with ‘round the clock news 
regarding sexual misconduct. Accusations ranged from inappropriate photos, to unwanted 
fondling, drugging, and even rape. Many brave women came forth publicly to name and con-
front their accused assailants; others followed suit and chose to confront their victimizers 
as well but in a less public way.  Those who stood on the sidelines watched in anger, compas-
sion, uncertainty. There was also a huge amount of pontification about who was telling the 
truth, who was out for money, and who was to blame.  For the most part, I tried to stay out of 
these debates and conversations. I eventually realized though, that as I followed the varied 
stories on the news and along social media, I had a perspective that differed from any of the 
discussions that were out there.  

The work we do at HealThy Life focuses on women, so naturally I thought about the victims. 
I spent hours reading articles and watching interviews of women who had apparently been 
victimized. Some had been found to be truthful but there were others whose stories about 
assault seemed a bit sketchy. What I finally concluded was that I really didn’t have a place to 
say who was telling the truth and who wasn’t. When it comes to victimization on any level, 





A Letter to 
My Elders

My dearest elders,

As a child growing up in a Pan-African organization, I was always taught to respect my elders. 
The protocol was always elders and children first when it came to everything. If  you saw an elder 
struggling or in need, your immediate response was warranted and expected. There was no back 
talk, disrespectful language, or interruptions while the elders spoke. In fact, before you spoke in 
front of  an audience, you had to ask permission from your elders to do so.  

As a daughter, mother, and Occupational Therapist, it breaks my heart how you are presently 
being treated and I wanted to be the voice that alerts and educates the community towards bring-
ing reciprocity, respect, and dignity back your way. Why? Because you have cried and moaned for 
years about the abuse and neglect.  From within your home to outside in the community; from 
hospitals to nursing homes; from assisted living to adult daycare centers, you have suffered. The 
worst part is that it has been at the hands of  those whom you trust most - family members, doctors, 
nurses, and nurse aides. 

I see the tears in your eyes and hear the hurt in your voice when you express that no one comes 
to visit after putting you in a home against your will. You then watch your children become disre-
spectful, fight over your property, and even with Social Security and Medicare paying for your stay, 
you are often only left with $25-30 a month to spend. You take loads of  medication for various 
diagnoses only to have to ingest others to offset the side effects from those initial drugs. The result 
is that your once vibrant spirits and souls have become sad and depressed. In addition, your home 
and all that you value has been lost.  You have officially become a victim of  abuse.

As your voice, I feel the responsibility to educate our community on your plight. To begin, the 
American Occupational Therapy Association defines “elder abuse” as the infliction of  physical, 
emotional, or psychological harm on an older adult, which also can take the form of  financial     
exploitation, as well as intentional or unintentional neglect of  an older adult by the caregiver. It 
also states that over the past ten years there has been an increase in elder abuse as well as an under-
reporting of  such incidences. The results of  underreporting are two - fold: healthcare profession-
als don’t ask patients if  they are being abused and patients don’t tell for fear of  retaliation by the 
caregivers.  Additionally, The American Psychological Association’s “Elder Abuse andNeglect” 
resource reports that an estimated 2.1 million older Americans are victims of  elder abuse.                   

Additional research suggests that elders who have been abused are more likely to be placed in 
nursing homes or die, than those not abused. The physically and mentally impaired elders are at 
greatest risk. 

How do you know you’re a victim? How can your family know? Here are some of  the warning 
signs of  elder abuse: threatening, belittling, or controlling behavior from the caregiver; unex-
plained vaginal or anal bleeding; unusual weight loss; untreated physical problems such as bed-
sores; unsanitary living conditions including dirt, bugs, soiled bedding, and more. Other common 
clinical findings associated with maltreatment include bruises, lacerations, abrasions, head injury, 
fractures, dehydration, and malnutrition. Non physical red flags include significant withdrawals 
from the elder’s accounts or sudden changes in the elder’s financial condition to name a few. 

I would be remiss to not acknowledge the loving caregivers who do indeed try to support you. As 
such, it is important to keep in mind the stress of  elder care can lead to mental and physical health 
problems that make caregivers themselves feel burned out, impatient, and more susceptible to ne-
glecting or lashing out at the elders in their care. This does not excuse the behavior but it cannot 
go ignored. Support is needed across the board.

Here are preventive measures from HelpGuide.org to reduce Elder Abuse and Neglect:
1. Listen to the seniors and their caregivers 
2. Intervene when you suspect elder abuse
3. Educate others about how to recognize and report elder abuse. 
4. Take immediate steps to relieve caregiver stress and burnout 
5. Request help from friends, relatives, or local respite care agencies so you can take a break, if  
only for a couple of  hours
6. Find an adult day care program
7. Stay healthy and get medical care for yourself  when necessary
8. Adopt stress reduction practices
9. Find a support group for caregivers of  the elderly.

My elders, I have now brought awareness and education to the community towards this sensitive 
topic of  elder abuse. It is now our responsibility to take action through lobbying to strengthening 
laws and policing to investigate and prosecute elder abuse more readily. Volunteering to a cause 
educating on elder abuse and caregiver outlets, teaching young people their roles in elder care, and 
assisting your loved ones who are caring for their elder should be a priority in our community. Our 
fight for elder rights will affect us in the near future. We must remember the life saved now, may 
be our very own. You are still valued and your words of  wisdom, needed.

Much respect,

SaidiaTherapylady
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An Unexpected Blessing!



Grilled Lime Salmon with Avocado-Mango 
Salsa and Coconut Rice

Yield: 4 servings

Ingredients

Lime Salmon
4 (6 oz) skinless salmon fillets
3 Tbsp olive oil , plus more for grill
2 tsp lime zest
3 Tbsp fresh lime juice
3 cloves garlic , crushed
Salt and freshly ground black pepper , to taste

Coconut Rice
1 1/2 cups Zico Coconut Water
1 1/4 cups canned coconut milk
1 1/2 cups jasmine rice , rinsed well and drained well
1/2 tsp salt

Avocado-Mango Salsa
1 large mango , peeled and diced
3/4 cup chopped red bell pepper (1/2 large)
1/4 cup chopped fresh cilantro
1/3 cup chopped red onion , rinsed under water and drained
1 large avocado , peeled and diced
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1 Tbsp fresh lime juice
1 Tbsp olive oil
1 Tbsp Zico Coconut Water
Salt and pepper , to taste
Instructions

For the salmon:
In an 11x7-inch baking dish whisk together olive oil, lime zest, lime juice, 
garlic and season with salt and pepper to taste (a fair amount of each). 
Place salmon in baking dish, cover and allow to marinate in refrigerator 
15 - 30 minutes, then flip salmon to opposite side and allow to marinate 
15 - 30 minutes longer. Preheat a grill over medium-high heat during last 
10 minutes of marinating.
Brush grill grates with oil. Place salmon on grill and grill about 3 minutes 
per side or until just cooked through (turn carefully as the salmon will be 
fragile).

For the coconut rice:
While salmon is marinating prepare coconut rice. In a medium saucepan 
bring coconut water, coconut milk, rice and salt to a full boil. Cover and 
simmer until liquid has been absorbed (there may be just a little bit of ex-
cess liquid in center which you can drain off), about 20 minutes. Fluff with 
a fork, then let rest 5 minutes.

For the avocado-mango salsa:
While the salmon is grilling prepare salsa. In a medium bowl toss togeth-
er mango, bell pepper, cilantro, red onion, avocado, lime juice, olive oil 
and coconut water. Season with salt and pepper to taste.
Serve salmon warm with coconut rice top with avocado mango salsa.

Recipe source: Cooking Classy



Daily Affirmations
I Am Enough

I Am Life
I Am Creative
I Am Beauty
I Am Strong
I Am Love

I Am Success
I Am Confidence

I Am Unique
I Am Courageous

I Am Gifted 
I Am Determination

I Am Healed
I Am Focused

I Am Legendary
I Am Positivity



Fresh green vegetables, which are high in micronutrients. Choose 
bitter greens, such as mustard greens, broccoli, arugula, spinach 
and kale. (And opt for organic wherever possible.) 

Make healing broths and soups that are easy to digest, steam them 
served with a dash of seasalt and fresh lemon juice, or eat them fresh 
in summer salads. 

Sweets are an important part of the 4 tastes of the palate: 

sweet, salty, savory and bitter. Always look for unrefined 

sugar. Organic honey in it’s natural form is delicious as a 

natural sweetener. Other vegetarian alternatives are 

stevia, coconut sugar, maple syrup or coconut nectar. 

Best to opt for organic brands to minimize the processing. 

Avoid highly refined processed sugar and zero-calorie sugar 

substitutes like aspartame, equal and nutra-sweet as these are 

toxic for your body.

Bananas are a cure for: Stress or anxiety

Next time you feel stressed, reach for a banana, says Molly Kimball, 
RD, a certified specialist in sports dietetics with Ochsner’s Elmwood 
Fitness Center in New Orleans. With only 105 calories and 14 g of 
sugar, a medium banana fills you up, provides a mild blood sugar 
boost, and has 30% of the day’s vitamin B6, which helps the brain 
produce mellowing serotonin, getting you through a crisis peacefully.
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Healing your body with food! Chlorophyll helps in normal blood clotting, wound healing, hor-
monal balance, deodorizing and detoxification of the body and 
promotes digestive health. It has healing effects on oxidation and 
inflammatory conditions such as arthritis and fibromyalgia.

Helps Control Hunger and Cravings
Protects DNA Against Fried Foods

Promising Potential for Cancer Therapy

To manage menopause: Baby spinach

Extra pounds equal more hot flashes, according to a large 2012 
study in the journal Menopause. But women who lost 10% of their 
body weight eating a fruit-and-vegetable-rich diet reduced—or 
eliminated—hot flashes and night sweats. Researchers speculate 
that extra body fat can hinder the release of heat from the body. If 
you want to lose weight, pile your plate with spinach. With only 7 
calories per cup, these little leaves make it easy to nail several veggie 
servings in one sitting.

Also good for: Bone health, cancer prevention, depression, heart 
health, weight loss

Cabbage is a cure for: Ulcers

A 2002 study at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine found that 
sulforaphane, a powerful compound in cabbage, clobbers H. pylori 
(the bacteria that causes gastric and peptic ulcers) before it can get 
to your gut, and may even help inhibit the growth of gastric tumors. 
For only 34 calories a cup, cabbage provides 3 g of fiber and 75% of 
the day’s vitamin C. 



The American Heart Association recommends 

eating fish and preferably fatty fish at least twice 

a week. Omega-3 fatty acids are also available as 

dietary supplements. Salmon is the best!

Oatmeal is h
igh in soluble fiber, which can lower 

cholesterol. “It acts as a sponge in the digestive tract 

and soaks up the cholesterol so it is 
eliminated from 

the body and not absorbed into the bloodstream,” 

says Lauren Graf, a registered dietician and co-direc-

tor of the Cardiac Wellness Program at Montefiore 

Medical Center in New York City. Graf recommends 

avoiding instant oatmeal, which often contains sug-

ar, and heading instead for old-fashioned or even 

quick-cooking oats. O
ther whole grains such as bread, 

pasta and grits are also good for the heart as long as 

they still 
contain the entire grain.

1 In 3 Women Die Each Year From Heart Disease & Stroke!

“While heart disease is commonly dismissed as a man’s disease, it is actually the leading killer of women in this country, 
claiming more female lives than all forms of cancer combined. Even though it kills one in three women each year—

approximately one woman every minute—only one in five women is aware of this health threat.” - Adcouncil.org
Tomato consumption in the U.S. has been rising and that’s a good thing. 
Like potatoes, tomatoes are high in heart-healthy potassium. Plus, 
they’re a good source of the antioxidant lycopene. Lycopene is a carot-
enoid that may help get rid of “bad” cholesterol, keep blood vessels open, 
and lower heart attack risk. And because they’re low in calories and low 
in sugar, they don’t detract from an already-healthy diet. “They’re excel-
lent for the body in a 
number of ways,” says Graf.

Extra-virgin olive oil
In a landmark study, people at high risk for heart disease who followed 
the Mediterranean diet (high in grains, fruits, vegetables) supplemented 
by nuts and at least four tablespoons a day of olive oil reduced their risk 
of heart attacks, strokes, and dying by 30%. Olive oil is a good source of 
monounsaturated fats, which can help reduce both cholesterol and blood 
sugar levels. Olives themselves—both green and black—are another 
source of “good” fat, says Graf. And they “add a lot of flavor to salads,” 
she notes.

Pomegranates contains numerous antioxidants, including heart-promoting polyphenols and 

anthocyanins which may help stave off hardening of the arteries. One study of heart disease 

patients found that a daily dose of pomegranate juice over three months showed improve-

ments in blood flow to the heart. Ultimately, though, it’s important to have variety in your 

diet. If you don’t like pomegranates or can’t afford them, reach for apples, which also contain 

plenty of health-promoting compounds, says Graf.



Get Certified in CPR & First Aid Today! 
Schools, Staff, Healthcare Providers or 

Individuals!

We Certify Them All!
Under the guidelines of the American 

Heart Association!

Our Prices are Affordable. Contact us @
HTLC19@heal-thylife.com


